Abstract: This paper deals with issues concerning the general and Hungarian-related history of grammar writing on the basis of the first Latin grammar of the Romanian language recently published in two versions, due to the separate work of two scholars. It emphasises some important ways in which that grammar has a bearing on Romanian literature in the Cyrillic script and explores its essential similarities with the rudimenta of morphology and syntax in Alvares' textbook. It mentions certain recognisable connections with Alvares' and a few other humanistic Latin grammars, medieval language descriptions, and grammars of Hungarian in Latin. The author considers this grammar an important work of Romance philology in the Carpathian Basin, among other reasons, because it was the first to demonstrate, in the relevant literature of the area, the Latin origin of Romanian on the basis of grammatical correspondences-unlike in the Hungarian literature of the period where the same point was merely made on the basis of correspondences within the word stocks of the two languages.
1. The aim of this paper is to recapitulate, extend and make more precise the claims I made in Lőrinczi (2005a, b) with respect to the grammar mentioned in the title. A reconsideration of those issues seems to be justified by the following two considerations: 
The manuscript of the Romanian grammar "Institutiones Lingvae
Valachicae sive Grammatica compendio exhibita" (henceforward ILVal), now published in two versions, can be found in the archive of manuscripts of the archiepiscopal library of Kalocsa and has been known among experts for over a hundred years now. Recognising its importance, the eminent philologist János Karácsonyi (1858 Karácsonyi ( -1929 called the attention of Ion Siegescu (1873 Siegescu ( -1931 to it (cf. Nagy 1983, 204 ; no reference given). The young scholar of Romance philology soon started studying the manuscript. His work was carried on by his successor in the chair of the department of Romanian of Budapest University, the philologist and historiographer Carlo Tagliavini (1903 Tagliavini ( -1982 1 (cf. Kese 1999, 159-61; Chivu 2001, 10) , including special focus on aspects of the grammar having to do with the Society of Jesus. The issue was also studied by Béla Nagy (1925 Nagy ( -1995 , another (subsequent) professor of the department (see Nagy 1983; 1984) . One of the published transcripts of the grammar was edited by Gheorghe Chivu, professor at Bucharest University, having worked on the manuscript since 1986, with an introduction and notes and accompanied by a Modern Romanian translation by Lucia Wald (Chivu 2001) . The other transcript was also published in 2001, by Alin-Mihai Gherman, lecturer at the university of Alba Iulia, another scholar who had spent a long time working on it (Gherman 2001) . The latter edition also includes the transcript of a dictionary entitled "Lexicon compendiarium latino-valachicum complectens dictiones ac phrases latinas cum valachica earum interpretatione" whose reference number in the Kalocsa archives differs from that of ILVal by a single digit and the last line of which is followed by "A. M. D. G.". Of course, the difference of opinion between the two publishers, Chivu and Gherman, is an issue that has to be left for Romanian linguists to discuss, especially with respect to their diverging views on the authorship of the manuscript. In particular, Chivu assumes an unknown author for the time being, whereas Gherman attributes both 172 RÉKA LŐRINCZI 2.2. Of the issues of content surrounding ILVal, one that has great significance is that it represents its data in Romanian Cyrillic script, as befits the older main variety of the Romanian literature of the time, and its references are also made to Cyrillic sources "quae occurrunt in libris, tum in scriptura" (6-7/56-here and in what follows, figures before the slash refer to page numbers in the manuscript, while those after the slash indicate the page number in Chivu's published version). The relevant literature considers the Catechism of Nagyszeben/Sibiu (1544) to be the first printed product of that Romanian Cyrillic literature (cf. Borsa et al. 1971, 59 ; on the history of Romanian literature in Cyrillic letters, definitely see Vîrtosu 1968) . The author of the grammar, thus, for some reason ignored Romanian literature in Latin script that can be amply documented for the 18th century. That literature had been represented, also from the 16th century onwards, by a Protestant, and then a Catholic, line of development. With respect to issues of Latin-letter Romanian literature and the missionary work by Jesuits among Romanians, cf. Mălinaş (1997) , Periş (1998) , Molnár (1999) , and from Romance philology circles in Hungary, L. Nagy (2000).
2.3.
A further problem coming from the relevant literature so far concerns the grammar's forerunners (if any) . The answers are of two types.
2.3.1.
One of them is B. Nagy's answer according to which the association of ILVal to any earlier work can be excluded: "La composition est individuelle, et l'on peut démontrer qu'elle n'est liée à aucune école" (Nagy 1983, 217) ; "Its structure is unique, and demonstrably not linked to any school" (Nagy 1984, 419-emphasis in the [Hungarian] original).
However, that claim can be accepted as convincing with respect to some of the chapters only.
Thus, it was presumably based on the author's own ideas and solutions, with no immediate forerunners, that the section entitled "De literis, earumque proprietatibus" (the first section of the first part) was written. It contains the sound correspondences of the Romanian Cyrillic letters, listed in an order differing from the Latin alphabet (for the sake of typographical convenience, the Romanian Cyrillic letters of the published version will be represented by regular (Russian) Cyrillic letters in this paper). ILVal being important for Hungarology in more respects than one, the Hungarian connection in this part is that in giving the sound correspondences of some of the letters it is based on contemporary Hungarian letter-sound correspondences, in particular, what are known as the Catholic ones (from the relevant literature on the history of Hungarian orthography, cf. Kniezsa 1952, 15-6) . Thus, the discussion is framed against the backdrop of Hungarian as an ambient language. The correspondences in question are: C c -Cz; Q q -Csh, csh; X x -S, s durum; C c -S, s lene; C . c . -Zs vel ds (2-3/52). About the distinction between s durum and s lene, see a paper by János Balázs (1914 Balázs ( -1989 that inevitably refers to Sylvester, too (Balázs 1958, esp. 260-1, 277, 280-1) . The issue has also been discussed by O. András Vértes (1911 Vértes ( -1997 (Vértes 1980, 34) . 3 The correspondences listed in ILVal are surely worth noting because-as Vértes also suggests-it has unfortunately never occurred to anyone to survey the letter-to-sound correspondences of early Romanian documents (be they written in Cyrillic or Latin letters) from the point of view of the history of Hungarian sound representation or phonology. (With respect to Hungarian texts produced by Moldavian Csángó subjects schooled in today's Romanian orthography, however, cf. Mátai 1992; Lőrinczi 1995.) Another section with no predecessor is that entitled "De interpunctionibus". In its §5, the following remark can be read on the comparison of Latin and Cyrillic writing habits: "Illud peculiare Valachis est, quod loco notae (&c) significandae, hoc vocabulum i proq expresse that is merely referred to in this note is "Apostrophus pars item circuli dextra et ad summam litteram adposita, fit ita: ), qua nota deesse ostenditur in sermone ultima vocalis, ut 'tribunal' pro 'tribunale' "(emphasis mine: R.L.). Thus, the grammar uses the term apostrophe to refer to an elision-type detractive process (regularly used in present-day Romanian, too) that it illustrates by mi-au zis [< mie 'to me' au zis 'they said'], among other examples (32-3/92-cf. also B. Nagy 1983, 211; as a similar phenomenon in French, see e.g., il m'a dit 'he said to me', etc.).
2.3.2.
Researchers who disagree with Béla Nagy with respect to (the lack of) forerunners, that is, people who try to find external models, are probably right especially with respect to the morphological and syntactic portions of the grammar. Despite their various suggestions as to the possible forerunners of ILVal, the issue can still be considered as unresolved. It has been suggested, in particular, that ILVal might be linked to a grammar by Pál Kövesdi (?-1682), "Elementa Linguae Hungaricae" (1686), but then the suggestion was soon discarded. Chivu justifies the dismissal (which is, by the way, correct) by saying that Kövesdi emphasises the differences between Hungarian and Latin. He begins his syntax with the following subtitle: "DE SYNTAXI, /in quantum Conftructio Hungarica difcedit a Latina" (Toldy 1866, 576) . His Elementa may have been brought into the discourse on ILVal because it discusses syntax in terms of regulae.
It has to be added at once that in the published version (Toldy 1866, 549-84) the word Regulae occurs only once, on page 576, as a common superordinate title of ten main theses on syntax that are just identified by numbering (on the presence of regula-based grammars in the antiquity, their early medieval descendants and their characteristics, see Law 1986) .
As opposed to the foregoing, Chivu is quite right in assuming the effect of some other grammar. In trying to find it, he starts searching in Volume 2 of Szabó (1879 Szabó ( -1898 and in that of Doina Nägler's Catalogue of Transylvanica (Nägler 1982) . He decides to ignore the grammars that figure in those books as being in use in the 18th century, notably those by Philip Melanchton (1497-1560), Johann Heinrich Alsted (1558-1638), and Johannes Rhenius (1574-1639). It has to be noted though that the situation is somewhat different with Rhenius' 1736 edition (published in Hungary), containing bohemica data, too. Its title, referring to its being regula-based, too, is "Compendium Latinae Grammaticae [. . .] Adjunctae fubindè Regulae Notaeque variae, hactenùs defideratae [. . .]". On Magister Rhenius of Leipzig and on the relevance of his grammar published in 1610 to the history of grammar writing, cf. Borsa et al. (1971 Borsa et al. ( , 2327 ; see furthermore a recent paper by Balázs Sára on a previously not discussed Latin grammar from the 16th century (Sára 1999 (Sára -2001 .
Chivu suggests and then discards the idea that a grammar by Mihály Ajtai Abód (1704-1776) might be a forerunner (Chivu 2001, 37, 40) . This short (5 + 116 + 3 pages) Latin grammar containing Hungarian examples, too, is entitled "Grammatica Latina Methodo Nova & artificiofa In Ufum Inlustris Gymnafii Bethleniani adornata" (1744). (On Ajtai, born in Szárazajta/Aita Seacă, working for some time as a court-chaplain of Kata Bethlen, cf. Éder 1978, 13-8.) This textbook was published several times, and must have been revised again and again, as can be inferred from one of its editions that contains additional German examples (National Széchényi Library, L. Lat. 306).
Of course, browsing Ajtai's grammar, it is quite easy to discover the use of regulae, a feature that is taken by Chivu as a basic similarity. Since, however, these do not quite correspond to those in ILVal, Chivu concludes that the search for forerunners has to be continued in the direction of works similar to Ajtai's. It is difficult to imagine, anyway, that a book published in Nagyszeben (Sibiu), written by a teacher at the Reformed secondary school of Nagyenyed/Aiud (Straßburg) and recommended by its author to the youths studying there should have been in use by Jesuits.
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RÉKA LŐRINCZI 2.3.3. Among possible forerunners, both Gherman and Chivu suggest the idea of a connection with Alvares. The latter mentions the fact that various editions of Alvares were in use in Austrian and Transylvanian schools. However, referring to reasons of length and structure, he finally discards the possibility of linking ILVal to these (Chivu 2001, 36) .
Looking into the Alvares editions available in our libraries and the related literature, the following points may be mentioned as especially important with respect to ILVal.
The three-part textbook by the Portuguese Jesuit, Emmanuel Alvares (1526-1582), "Institutionum Grammaticarum libri III" was first published in Lisbon in 1572. Despite the more than 200-year distance, a connection between ILVal and Alvares is still possible because, in accordance with the recommendation of Ratio studiorum (completed in 1586, modified in 1591, endorsed in 1599 and later updated), Alvares was the textbook used in Jesuit schools of Europe and also other continents until the mid-1800s, except in French Canada, in the provinces of France and Flanders. The latter asked (and were granted) permission to use the books by Ioannes Despauterius (1460-1520) (cf. also Springhetti 1961 Springhetti -1962 Lukács 1986, 363; 1992, 368, 369, 602; Bauer 1998) . The influence of Despauterius, surviving in the somewhat later Ramus-grammars and also in versions of "Grammaire Générale et Raisonnée", may also be connected to the fact that some generations there were raised on his books rather than those by Alvares. In view of the points to be made below, it is worth noting that that influence is to be taken to include some portions taken over from "Doctrinale puerorum" by the pre-humanism scholar Alexander de Villa Dei (1170-1250), a work otherwise criticised by Despauterius.
As can be concluded from Springhetti (1961 Springhetti ( -1962 , a paper not quite free of anachronisms, at least 530 editions of the textbook by Alvares were published and were used in Jesuit schools of all the five continents. The explanation of its remaining in use for almost three hundred years, beyond being recommended by Ratio studiorum, may be that it was a textbook discussing morphology, syntax, and (metrics and) stylistics separately and at length (in Libri I, II, and III), hence one that gave a comprehensive grammar course in a unified conceptual framework, methodologically carefully edited and convenient to use. With respect to its general use in Catholic schools in Hungary, cf. Mészáros (1981), Hets (1938) ; on its use by the Nagyvárad Jesuits, see e.g., Cséplő (1894; 1895) .
Another important point is that Alvares' book did not only appear in a number of revised, partial, and abridged editions but in other versions, too. These are of the following types. (1) (1758)-cf. Sommervogel (1890 Sommervogel ( -1909 under Alvares; Springhetti (1961 Springhetti ( -1962 . With respect to Alvares-style descriptions of South-American Indian languages, cf. Zwartjes (2002) .
I have personally consulted two rudimenta-type editions published by the Jesuit academy of Kolozsvár/Cluj, hence ones that are presumably "closer" to the author of the ILVal (with respect to the history of the academy between 1579 and 1604, and to later literature on its existence, cf. Jakó 1991). One is an edition published in 1729 on [5 + 137] pages, the other one is from 1768, contains Hungarian and German equivalents of the example words and amounts to 136 + 20 + 32 pages (cf. Alvares 1729; 1768). A mere glance at them reveals that they are (partly) formulated in regulae (in some editions called praeceptum) like humanistic grammars used to be.
2.3.3.1.
The first task of comparison with the Alvares editions referred to obviously involves a study of the morphological (including part-ofspeech classification) sections of ILVal.
The first four paragraphs of the morphological chapter of ILVal, beginning with its second Caput, discuss nouns and adjectives. The caputs of nomina (that are internally well-organised, introducing adjectives, their comparison, and agreement as well) are followed by pronominal and then verbal ones. This is similar to grammatical treatises by Aelius Donatus We have to specially mention that, in discussing nominal declension and some other issues, the ILVal talks about particles, too. By particulae, it means prepositions of the accusative and of the ablative, the semi-free accompanying morphemes of the genitive a, al, ale, ai, as well as that of the dative, lui (cf. French de, du, des, au, etc., English of, for, etc.) . But the same word particula is also used for the o of the vocative. (The interjection o was treated by Dionysius Thrax and some later scholars as an article-like vocative marker, cf. Lallot 1998, 61, 194; Schenkeveld 1988.) . At one point of the syntax (75/146), the ILVal writes this: "Particula X i heu Dat[ivus] jungitur ut [. . .]: heu mihi misero!" Similarly, particulae crop up in § §2-3 entitled "De comparatione Adjectivorum" of the fourth Caput (22-3/78-81) saying that "comparativo gradui praeponitur particula ma , magis, superlativo xi ma maxime". Superlative particles of the type prea, foarte (to cite only Latin-letter equivalents here) are also mentioned.
Priscian's discussion of the word class referred to as particulae, going back in some respects to Aristotle and having an inventory continually changing over the centuries (not to mention the 'suffix'-type meaning of the term) was followed by a longer break in the Middle Ages. In the humanistic grammars, however, the authors' attention was directed to the "particle group" again. The use of this term in ILVal, then, is either directly due to the Greek forerunners or shows the author's familiarity with humanistic descriptive practice that partly transmitted, partly surpassed those ancient models. It can be assumed that 18th-century school grammars discuss the group of word classes concerned due to the renewed interest in particles (even the Encyclopédie contained an entry on particles).
In the literature of Hungary (and its neighbourhood), it is in János Sylvester's (around 1504-after 1551) work that particles begin to be men-tioned in 1536, that is, well before Steuvechius (1580). However, they are mentioned with the remark that Hungarian has no such things (see Toldy 1866, 72) . It is important to note that in Sanctius' grammar-instead of the usual sequential discussion of the traditional eight parts of speech-we find the classification nomen-verbum (Priscian's order)-particulae (on this, and part of the foregoing, cf. Schäffer-Priess 2000, 130-43). This three-part classification can be found in "Hungaria Illustrata" by György Komáromi Csipkés (1628 Csipkés ( -1678 Lőrinczi 1998, 208-32) . By contrast, Albert Szenczi Molnár (1574-1639) proposes a four-part classification nomen-pronomenverbum (Donatus' order)-particulae. In his "Novae Grammaticae. . ."
(1610) the chapters on nominals, pronominals, and verbs are followed by Caput XXIX entitled "De vocibus sine numero, vel particulis indeclinabilibus" (Toldy 1866, 239-53) .
With respect to the theoretical and applied-lingusitics events concerning the introduction and discussion of this part of speech, Bernard Colombat is right in saying this: "Les 'traités des particules' sont égale-ment très rapidement non seulement traduits, mais aussi adaptés, pour permettre de traiter également, puis essentiellement, les petits mots de la langue source. Mais le phénomène le plus important est sans doute la floraison des méthodes ouvertement translinguistiques (emphasis mine: R.L.) à partir des années 1650" (Colombat 1999, 558; cf. ibid. 77-93 : "Rudiments, traités des particules et méthodes de thème" and "La question de la particule"; and 717ff). Concerning the issues raised by ILVal with respect to particles, deserving a careful analysis, see also Coseriu (1980); Schenkeveld (1988); and Dascal (1990) .
The first section of Caputs VI-X, dealing with verbs, is entitled "De verbo substantivo sum" (33-6/92-6) and presents the relevant Romanian paradigm, too. Concerning the history of the copula being discussed as distinct from other verbs, cf. the detailed analysis by Schäffer-Priess (2000, 194-204; 229-35) , based partly on work by Viggo Brøndal . She tells us, touching on issues of the history of terminology, that the Latin verbum substantivum sum is discussed before all other verbs especially by humanistic grammars, as a continuation of heterogeneous considerations going back to Aristotle, Priscian, and medieval scholars.
The verbum substantivum is given special treatment in Alvares' books, too. Its differentiation from other verbs can also be seen in Hungarian grammars written in areas geographically closer to ILVal. Thus, "Conjugatio Verbi LéSzek Fio" and "Conjugatio Verbi Vagyok Sum" are discussed separately, after the paradigms of other verbs, by the Jesuit Pál Pereszlényi (1631-1689) (Toldy 1866, 501-3, 503-6) . Similarly, Komáromi Csipkés tackles the copula after the paradigms of other verbs (ibid. 385). Szenczi Molnár introduces it among verbs of irregular conjugation (ibid. 205-6). In his morphology, Pál 578) gives partial paradigms of two irregular verbs, megyek 'I go' and vagyok 'I am', whereas in his syntax, he mentions the verbum substantivum in the section on possessive constructions. Fejérvári, as far as I know, is the first in the history of Hungarian grammar writing to discuss the paradigm of lesz 'will be' in the group represented by hisz 'believe', visz 'carry' (Lőrinczi 1998, 91-4 Kövesdi (cf. Toldy 1866, 578) .
I consider it a unique feature, and therefore worth our special attention (unless I am simply unaware of possible parallels) that ILVal classifies certain auxiliaries such as the semi-free future morpheme voi, vei 'I will, you will' etc. among particles: "Has particulas eleganter postponi solere verbis" (40/102). One of its notes on conjugation, with respect to the optative paradigm involving de aş, de ai etc., says this: "Praedictas particulas in sequentes contrahi posse, ut [. . .] does not state this, it is certainly worth our attention that Ajtai's grammar (that Chivu does mention) and ILVal are similar not only in their visual structure and in the use of regulae but also in the contents of the individual regulae. Thus, in the fact that-similarly to the usually distinct two parts of humanistic grammars-ILVal also gives the rules of concordance (congruence) and those of government (rectio) in two notice-
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RÉKA LŐRINCZI ably distinct groups (I-VII and VIII-XXII). On humanistic grammars in this respect, cf. Colombat (1999, 382-5) : "L'installation de l'opposition entre concordance et régime"; (ibid. 385-94): "La victoire sur la modèle concurrant: transitivité /intransitivité"; on the concordance issue, also 401-26; see further Schäffer-Priess (2000, 246-52). In ILVal, within concordance rules, regulae I and III discuss the obligatory agreement of the nominative noun and the predicate (verbal as well as copular) in terms of number and person. Of course, referring to nominative noun ('subject') and verbum is a matter of opinion. Alvares, and before him Guarino Veronese, also apply a nominative + verb account (which can be traced back to certain attested medieval forerunners), as opposed to the suppositum-appositum approach of most medieval grammars (going back to the Aristotelian hypokeimenon-kategorema duality). Neither this difference, nor the use of the more recent terminology of subiectum-praedicatum is the result of a mere metalinguistic shift (cf. Colombat 1999, 394-6; Cser 2000, 30) .
Regula II treats the accusativus cum infinitivo construction (cf. Colombat 1999, 513-32; Cser 2001, 27 ). Chivu's endnote 123 warns the reader, however, that Romanian exhibits no such pattern.
Regulae IV and V discuss the agreement of adjective, pronoun, participle and the accompanying noun (using the term concordant, for instance).
Regula VI mentions the issue of substantiva continuata. This type of construction, known as apposition in more recent grammars (cf. Colombat 1999, 409-10) The point of regula VII is that "interrogatio et responsio casu consentiunt".
The agreement rules discussed in regulae I-VII resemble those found in humanistic grammars. The latter invariably involved three types: (1) nominative + verb (person-number agreement); (2) adjective + noun; (3) antecedent + relativum 'relative pronoun' (cf. Colombat 1999, 401) .
Regulae VIII-XXII mainly contain rules of government (cf. Colombat 1999, 402, 427-63-with history-of-terminology and etymological aspects of the terms rectio, regens and their derivatives, terms that have been coming back to use recently). Within government rules of ILVal, regulae VIII-XIX concern verbal syntax, using terms like potest habere; casum regunt; admittere potest; "participia . . . regunt". Regulae XV-XIX describe nominal syntax, including possessive constructions, government resulting from the comparison of adjectives, etc., using the term jungere ("Adjectiva Comparativi gradus Gen. Plurali junguntur"; "Nomina Adjectiva Dativis junguntur"). This is where the Romanian equivalents of the pronouns suus, sua, suum, as well as ablativus absolutus are also mentioned (with respect to the fate of the latter construction in Romance languages and the relevant-very large-literature, cf. Scaglione 1970; Colombat 1999, 533-54 and passim) .
Regula XX concerns locative structures of the ubi 'where', quo 'where to', unde 'where from' types. It also gives examples of adverbial uses of geographical names ("Nomina Propria Regionum, Urbium, Locorum &c."). Cf. the discussion of Priscianian antecedents of the issue (Le traitement du "Locatif") by Colombat (1999, 444-54) . This section of ILVal may be interesting in a non-grammatical sense, too: this is where the following expressions can be read: Fui Constantinopole: in the Modern Romanian translation: "Am fost în łarigrad"; 7 Studui Claudiopoli; Profectus sum Varadinum (73-4/144-6).
Regula XXI discusses the government of prepositions (that "diversos Casus admittunt"), while regula XXII treats that of interjections, distinguishing from the latter the word heu, identified as a particle. This is followed by a remark on the two "last" parts of speech: "Adverbia & Conjunctiones nullos fere casus regunt. Quae vero praepositionibus junguntur [s]uum casum admittunt" (75/146-emphasis mine: R.L.).
The ILVal-Ajtai-Alvares comparison can be extended and given further perspectives by contrasting them with descriptions that predate all the three. For this, a good occasion is presented by the two texts published by András Cser a year before the printed versions of ILVal and his table summarizing historiographic data (Cser 2000, 38-9) . The table compares those two texts with two other unpublished manuscripts as well as with a 1486 version of Remigius' Regulae (on Remigius, cf. also Colombat 1999, 377-9; Jensen 2001, 107ff) . And what is especially important: the table also contains figures referring to relevant lines of "Doctrinale puerorum", a set of more than 2000 hexameters by the Norman Franciscan, Alexander de Villa Dei (referred to above in connection with Despauterius). This confrontation is also important because Doctrinale was, for a long time, a fundamental textbook and exam material at universities and even from the 16th century the existence of 381 "Western" editions and 2 in Poland can be documented (cf. Jensen 2001 Grubmüller 1983; Cytowska 1968, 103) .
As opposed to the morphological table restricted to ILVal and Alvares (1768), the syntactic table below (see Table 2 ) takes the relevant portions of Alvares (1729) and Ajtai (1744) into consideration as well. Again, it is not difficult to see that, along with the similarities, certain "gaps" and other dissimilarities can be observed.
2.4.
Another important issue emerging from the literature on ILVal is that of its authorship.
Chivu mentions one anonymous and two named candidates on the basis of research so far. Gherman, the other publisher of the grammar, considers it to be the work of Grigore Maior (1715 Maior ( -1785 . Referring to Tagliavini's data and arguments, Violeta Barbu thinks of the Jesuit Ladislaus Dobra (1720-1784). Also referred to as "Zalathnensis" in the sources, Dobra carried on his work between 1764 and 1767 in Nagyvárad where a brother of his also worked as a teacher from 1767 to 1771 (cf. Lukács 1988, 1: 247; Bunyitay-Málnási 1935, 379; Polgár 1957; 1967) . In addition to these possibilities, some other author(s) or contributor(s) can also be assumed to have had a role. According to Szilas' data, the number of native Romanian priests and scholastics among the Jesuits of the Austrian province was 14 (1% of the total number), plus one brother who spoke fluent Romanian. In addition to Romanian and obviously Latin, all of them spoke further language(s), too (Szilas 1978, 134-6) . Chivu likewise assumes an author who was a Jesuit but cannot be identified as yet. Someone whose language use can be related, on the basis of some phonological, morphological, and semantic evidence, with the literary Romanian of Banate, Bihar/Bihor, Southern Transylvania, more exactly, the counties of (Alsó)Fehér/Alba and Hunyad/Hunedoara (Chivu 2001, 22) . Of course, he also mentions that some of the geographical names occurring in the examples, especially Claudiopolis (Kolozsvár/Cluj) and Varadinum (see the relevant quotations above) suggest some personal involvement. Alvares (1768) Ajtai (1744) ILVal. Cf. Cser (2000, 35) .
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2.5.
The two publishers of ILVal do not go into details concerning the merits of the book as a work of comparative linguistics. Nevertheless, within the context of the history of linguistics in the Carpathian Basin, it is an important piece of work in this respect, too; at least in two senses.
One concerns the professional environment. ILVal, written around 1770, gives expert evidence on the fact that Romanian is a descendant of Latin by way of a systematic presentation of its grammatical structure. Most works written but slightly later also discuss this issue-but on the basis of a simpler method of language comparison, lexical correspondences. As Éder (1978, 54) points out, György Pray (1723-1801) in his "Dissertationes historico-criticae in annales veteres hunnorum, avarum et hungarorum" published in two editions in 1774 in Vienna writes about the descent of Romanian from Latin on the basis of a list of roughly 100 word pairs. According to his source reference (page 15, note s): "Ex Libro, cui titulus: Iftoria delle moderne rivoluzioni de la Valachia-compofita da Antonmaria del Chiaro Fiorentino. In Venezia 1718. a pag. 237" (for references to Chiaro in the Romanian literature on the history of writing, see Vîrtosu 1968, 155) . With this in mind, it cannot be mere coincidence that it is in the Pray Collection (University Library Budapest) that the liest work in comparative linguistics, ILVal is an essential early document of that discipline. (2) In relation to an important member of the Romance languages, it is definitely the first extant comparative grammar in the history of Romance philology in the Carpathian Basin.
3.
Returning finally to some issues mentioned at the beginning of this paper: As far as internal matters of Romanian grammar raised by ILVal are concerned, it is obviously experts in Romanian descriptive linguistics who are competent to evaluate them. However, with respect to issues that go beyond the description of Romanian, an outsider is perhaps also entitled to her opinion, as follows:
( 1) In accordance with what the Praefatio says (see above), the work indeed follows a descriptive method suited to Latin. This sentence of ILVal can be made more contentful by recognising that the methodus in question means the procedure of describing Latin followed by Alvares.
(2) Some components of the Alvares-ILVal model can be traced back at least to medieval Latin grammars.
(3) Scholars of the comparative history of grammar writing may be interested in our conclusion that, presumably independently of Alvares, other humanistic grammars (little studied so far), including Rhenius' textbooks also used in these parts, Ajtai's grammar, etc., also work with somewhat similar methods.
(4) It may be a further point of interest, and not merely for the history of Hungarian grammar writing, that the humanistic methods (not independent of much earlier predecessors) crop up, in addition to works on Latin itself, in a well-defined group of vernacular grammars written in Latin, those describing the Hungarian language. 
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